Principal of New York School
Demands Parents Become “White
Traitors”

The principal of the East Side Community School for students
from the 6th to 12th grade, recently sent white parents a
manifesto that calls on them to become “white traitors” and
advocate “white abolition.” Wikipedia identified Mark Federman
as the school’s principal. According to a chart sent out by
Federman, there are “8 white identities,” which range from
“white supremacist” to “white abolition.” Accompanying text,
previously circulated by left-wing extremists, demands that
white people “subvert white authority,” “dismantle
institutions,” dismantle whiteness, and not allow whiteness to
reassert itself. Teaching of racism has become commonplace in
American schools as children now are taught that the white
race is intrinsically evil. [A deeper analysis of this issue
leads to awareness that teaching racism – no matter what race
is the target – is part of the globalist scheme to cause the
target race (in this case, the white race) to recoil in anger
against other races. Divide and conquer is the end game of
this strategy. Don’t fall for it.] -GEG
The principal of East Side Community School in New York sent
white parents a manifesto that calls on them to become “white
traitors” and advocate for full “white abolition.”
“This is the new language of public education,” tweeted
Christopher F. Rufo along with an image showing “the 8 white
identities,” which range from “white supremacist” to “white
abolition.”

The accompanying text, which has been circulated before by
left-wing extremists, defines the behavior white people must
practice in order to put an end to “the regime of whiteness.”
The two final stages, “white traitor” and “white
abolitionist,” demands that white people “subvert white
authority,” “dismantle institutions,” dismantle whiteness and
not allow whiteness to reassert itself.
As Glenn Greenwald pointed out, this is yet another example of
how political correctness isn’t about “just being nice to
people” as progressives constantly claim.
Read full article here…

Biden Says Antifa “Just an
Idea,” Yet Antifa.com Website
Takes You to ‘Biden for
President’ Donation Page

Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden defended Antifa, the
far-left anarchist movement, refusing to acknowledge that the
radical left is responsible for violence and rioting in
Democrat cities and said white supremacists pose a greater

danger to the country. Biden said that Antifa is “an idea, not
an organization.” Curiously, the Antifa.com website redirects
to Joe Biden’s campaign donation page.

Democrat Joe Biden would not share that Antifa is
a terrorist organization but the URL Antifa.com
redirects to Joe Biden’s campaign donation page?
Last night during the first Presidential debate Biden stated
that Antifa was an idea:

Read full article here…
Additional source:
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/biden-says-antifa-is-an-id
ea-not-an-organization-during-presidential-debate/

Documentary: ‘Anarchy USA –
In the Name of Civil Rights’,
Written and Produced by G.
Edward Griffin

This amazing documentary, written & produced by G. Edward
Griffin, has been forgotten for many years. Although it was
produced in 1965 at the height of the civil rights movement,
it is far from being out of date. It provides lessons and
insights that could not have been appreciated three decades
ago.
This is not about blacks vs. whites. Instead of merely telling
the story of the 1960s riots, this documentary describes what
preceded those riots, who wanted them to happen, how they were
organized, and what they were intended to accomplish. The
focus is not merely on racial issues, but on how any
difference between groups of citizens can be used to
manipulate them into acts of self-destruction. The program
shows how agitation in American in the name of civil rights
compares to similar movements that have led to the overthrow
of many governments around the world.

Maryland:
Teen
Brothers
Charged in Deadly Assault Get
Probation — No Punishment!

Frederick, Maryland: John Marvin Weed, 59, died last year at
the fair after two brothers, aged 15 and 16, beat him for
refusing to give them $1. The boys repeatedly punched him in
the head and knocked him out with a sucker punch before

spitting on him while he laid on the ground dying. The 15year-old, who reportedly delivered the fatal blow, was tried
as a juvenile and pleaded guilty to manslaughter.
Judge Julie Stevenson Solt made the decision to keep him in
the juvenile system, even though the state requested that he
be tried as an adult. The unidentified teen was placed in a
juvenile facility until he completes a ‘behavioral
modification program’ where he is being provided with ‘anger
management,’ training in social skills, and education. His
brother, who was 16 at the time of the killing, was initially
charged with two counts of second-degree assault related to
the attack, including the act of spitting on the victim as he
laid dying on the ground. Judge Solt ultimately ordered the
older teen be placed on probation and enrolled in an angermanagement program. -GEG
The second of two teen brothers charged after a man died at
the Great Frederick Fair last year was placed on probation
Wednesday and ordered to complete an anger management program,
among other commitments.
The older of the brothers, who was 16 years old at the time of
the Sept. 20 assault, was initially charged with two counts of
second-degree assault related to the attack that killed 59year-old Mount Airy resident John Marvin Weed.
Of those charges, one count was for the teen reportedly
spitting on Weed after he had fallen to the ground, which was
the charge the teen pleaded guilty to July 8 during a hearing
in Frederick County Circuit Court. The second assault charge
was dropped per a plea agreement reached between prosecutors
and Stacey Steinmetz, an attorney representing the teen.
A reporter for The Frederick News-Post was asked to leave the
courtroom Wednesday after Steinmetz asked that hearing be
closed to the public. Judge Julie Stevenson Solt agreed,
saying that much about the case that would be discussed,
especially regarding the teen’s past and other details, would

be too sensitive to be shared in open court.
Law enforcement officials and prosecutors claim that the
younger brother, who was 15 at the time of the assault,
approached Weed on the midway of the fairgrounds at about 5:30
p.m. Sept. 20 and asked him for a dollar, according to stories
posted previously by The Frederick News-Post. After a brief
exchange of words, the 15-year-old punched Weed, igniting a
scuffle that was soon joined by the 16-year-old.
Weed was punched repeatedly in the head during the assault
with the 15-year-old landing the final blow that left the
Mount Airy resident unresponsive on the ground, according to
previous stories.
Solt ultimately ordered the older teen be placed on probation
and that he complete an anger management program, among other
conditions, according to a press release issued after
Wednesday’s hearing by the Frederick County State’s Attorney’s
Office. The juvenile court maintains jurisdiction over a case
until the the case is closed or until the respondent ages out
of juvenile court, meaning the maximum term of probation the
teen could serve in this case would be until he reaches 21,
according to Steinmetz.
Read full article here…
Additional source:
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=61644

Racist

Platform

of

the

Democratic National Committee
Negatively
References
‘Whites’ 15 Times

The Democratic National Committee is holding its convention in
August and aims to appeal to minorities by featuring support
for Black Lives Matter and pledging to fight racism. In doing
so, it portrays Whites as having unwarranted privilege and
exploiting Blacks. The document doesn’t capitalize the word
white as it does Black, Latinos, Asian Americans, and Native
Americans. GEG
Below are the 15 references to whites:
1. We will never amplify or legitimize the voices of
bigotry, racism, misogyny, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia,
or white supremacy.
2. Median incomes are lower and poverty rates are higher
for Black Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and some
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, compared to
median white households.
3. And there is a persistent, pernicious racial wealth gap
that holds millions of Americans back, with the typical
white household holding six times more wealth than the
typical Latino family and 10 times more wealth than the
typical Black family.
4. The wage gap between Black workers and white workers is
higher today than it was 20 years ago.

5. It takes a typical Black woman 19 months to earn what a
typical white man earns in 12 months — and for typical
Latinas and Native American women, it takes almost two
years.
6. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the uninsured rate
was nearly three times higher for Latinos and nearly
twice as high for Black Americans as it was for whites.
7. Black children are far more likely than white children
to suffer from asthma.
8. Latinos, Native Americans, Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders, and Black Americans are diagnosed with
diabetes at higher rates than whites.
9. Black women are more than three times as likely to die
from complications of pregnancy and childbirth compared
to white women.
10. President Trump’s words and actions have given safe
harbor and encouragement to bigots, anti-Semites,
Islamophobes, and white supremacists.
11. The extreme gap in household wealth and income between
people of color — especially Black Americans, Latinos,
and Native Americans — and white families is hurting our
working class and holding our country back.
12. We will confront white nationalist terrorism and combat
hate crimes perpetrated against religious minorities.
13. Each year, the United States spends $23 billion more on
schools in predominantly white districts than in nonwhite districts.
14. We will root out systemic racism from our military
justice system, where black service members are twice as
likely as white ones to face court-martial.
15. Our counterterrorism priorities, footprint, and tools
should shift accordingly, including to respond to the
growing threat from white supremacist and other rightwing terrorist groups.
Read full article here…

Special-Ed Teacher Under Fire
for Encouraging BLM Supporter
to Kneel on Baby

A disturbing photograph surfaced on the internet that depicted
BLM supporter, Isaiah Jackson, kneeling on a baby in a photo
(that mimicked the knee hold on George Floyd) with the caption
“BLM now MF”. Jackson is currently in jail on a parole
violation in Ohio. While most people condemned the stunt,
Brian Papin, a special-education teacher at Cedar Grove High
School in Atlanta, Georgia, encouraged Jackson to “lean into
it until death.” -GEG
A disturbing photograph depicting a BLM supporter Isaiah
Jackson kneeling on a baby surfaced on the internet on
Wednesday. While almost everyone hated him for doing such a
stunt, a special education teacher Brian Papin of Cedar Grove
High School, Atlanta, Georgia, encouraged him to “lean into it
until death.” Check Brian Papin wiki, bio, and news.
The Facebook post of a black man kneeling on a white baby went
viral on social media platforms which saw a teacher commenting
a horrific statement. Brian Papin has come under fire and an
investigation is underway to extract more details on the Cedar
Grove High School special education teacher.

Brian Papin Cedar Grove High School
Special Ed Teacher Details
According to his LinkedIn page, Brian has been a special ed
teacher at Cedar Grove High School since July 2018.
Numerous calls were reported to DCSD (DeKalb County School
District) leaders about “the disturbing social media post
associated with a district teacher.” The district confirmed
the news shortly after on July 23.
In the viral photograph which read “BLM now me,” Brian
supported Isaiah to continue leaning on the two-year-old baby
till his death. The teacher is facing backlash from people
around the world for not condemning the act. A teacher should
always propagate peace and encourage everybody around to
follow the right path.
Read full article here…
Additional source:
https://www.whio.com/home/i-hope-they-all-get-what-they-deserv
e-grandmother-says-adult-photo-kneeling-boysneck/2VH57IZG7BCMBCHFGI7QXYDANI/

US Corporations Pledge $1.7
Billion to Black Lives Matter

Corporations have pledged more than $1.7-billion supposedly
for racial and social-justice causes amid worldwide protests
over the death of George Floyd. In some cases, the companies
have not yet disclosed how the money will be spent. The heavy
hitters include Bank of America donating $1-billion and Nike,
Sony Music, Walmart, and Warner Music group all donating $100million each. {Don’t forget that this money comes from our
patronage of these companies.] -GEG
Corporations have pledged more than $1.7 billion for racial
and social justice causes amid worldwide protests over the
death of George Floyd, an African-American man who died after
a Minneapolis police officer pressed a knee into his neck.
Companies in the United States and across the globe have
announced donations to nonprofit organizations and pledged
money for internal company programs. In some cases, the
companies have not yet disclosed how the money will be spent.
Read full article here…

C

Democrat Activists and Black
Lives Matter Push Agenda to

Replace Police

Tucker Carlson explains that the demand by Black Lives Matter
to defund police across the nation is not a proposal to get
rid of police, but to replace them with leftist operatives,
giving Democrats control over law enforcement. Minneapolis
City Council President Lisa Bender said calling the police and
expecting help is a sign of racism and white privilege.
Republicans in Washington DC are ignoring the problem because
they are afraid to criticize Black Lives Matter. Political
leaders and law enforcement have been kneeling at Black Lives
Matter events, signaling submission. The mob is demanding
ideological conformity, and some people have lost their jobs
for speaking out against the riots and chaos. Brian Lieter, a
law professor at the University of Chicago, called for an
armed coup to overthrow the President of the United States.
The protests are not about black lives, but instead encourage
theft and mayhem. -GEG

Seattle Releases Hundreds of
Prisoners
and
Cops
Stop
Arresting Criminals

King County, Washington state set a goal of releasing 600
prisoners from jail, in response to the Coronavirus scare. The
County also implemented a policy of stopping bookings for most
misdemeanor charges. Crimes that won’t be booked include
shoplifting, property damage under $750, animal abuse,
obstructing a law enforcement officer, trespassing, and
vehicle prowling. While police will not act against these
crimes, Seattle Police Chief Carmen Best told citizens that
efforts to deal with the pandemic included vigilance against
“hate crimes”. Don’t call the police for protection against
prowling or theft, but be sure call if you see “hate”. -GEG
Seattle’s police chief took to Twitter to warn residents of
the spread of the coronavirus while also informing them that
they should call 911 if they witness “racist name calling.”
“Washington State is no place for hate. In a show of
solidarity, @LoriMatsukawa joined me to remind everyone that
hate has no place in our community,” a post on Seattle Police
Chief Carmen Best’s Twitter account read Monday. “Report hate,
including racist name calling, to 911. We are here to help,
and will respond to investigate. #WeGotThisSeattle.”
Lori Matsukawa is a former local news personality who joined
Best’s campaign to crack down on racism during the coronavirus
pandemic, according to Reason.
“Hate crimes have no place in our community,” Matsukawa said.
“We are all trying to deal with the COVID-19 public health
crisis together. If you are a victim of a hate crime or hatebased harassment, please call 911.”
President Trump was criticized by many of his political

opponents for pointing out the coronavirus originated in
China. A CNN headline from late February, for example, reads,
“What’s spreading faster than coronavirus in the US? Racist
assaults and ignorant attacks against Asians.”
The FBI issued a warning against potential hate crimes against
Asian Americans during the coronavirus pandemic.
Read full article here…
Additional sources:
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/king-county-preparing-to
-release-hundreds-of-inmates-to-limit-spread-of-covid-19
https://mynorthwest.com/1785408/rantz-seattle-crime-cops-bookcoronavirus/

Mississippi Man Claimed ProTrump Racists Vandalized His
Two Vehicles. Police Charged
Him with Fraud.

A Mississippi man, Trumaine Foster, was charged with insurance
fraud and tampering with evidence after he reported racist

graffiti had been spray-painted on two of his vehicles.
Although police haven’t released details, the arrest seems to
indicate the man may have either been involved in the graffiti
himself or was trying to use it to defraud his car insurance
company.
A black Mississippi man who reported racist graffiti had been
painted on his vehicles was arrested Friday and charged with
insurance fraud.
Although police haven’t released details, the arrest seems to
indicate the man may have either been involved in the graffiti
himself or was trying to use it to defraud his car insurance
company.
The investigation began on Feb. 4 when Southaven police were
called to an address on Marcia Louise Drive for a report of
car vandalism.
Upon arrival, the owner, 35-year-old Trumaine Foster, showed
officers two cars in his driveway that had been spray painted
with racial slurs including the N-word and “Trump” written on
one of the cars.
Read full article here…

George Zimmerman Files $265Million
Lawsuit
Against
Elizabeth
Warren
&
Pete
Buttigieg

George Zimmerman was acquitted in the 2012 shooting death of
17-year-old Trayvon Martin. New evidence has been documented
by Joel Gilbert in his film, The Trayvon Hoax, showing that
false testimony was given by an impostor witness. In December
2019, Zimmerman filed a lawsuit for $100-million against
Trayvon’s parents, accusing them of “malicious prosecution”
and accusing them of engineering the false testimony. In this
lawsuit, Zimmerman is going after Democrat presidential
candidates Pete Buttigieg and Elizabeth Warren in a $265million defamation lawsuit for their remarks on Twitter that
USA Today said were made “for political gain in misguided and
malicious attempts to bolster their standings amongst AfricanAmerican voters, all at Zimmerman’s expense.” -GEG
George Zimmerman filed a $265 million lawsuit alleging Mayor
Pete Buttigieg and U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren defamed him.
Polk County, FL – George Zimmerman, the man acquitted in the
2012 shooting death of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin, filed a
defamation lawsuit seeking $265 million from Democratic
Presidential candidates Pete Buttigieg and Elizabeth
Warren.The lawsuit was filed in the 10th Judicial Circuit
Court on Tuesday and claimed both Presidential candidates
defamed Zimmerman in tweets posted on what would have been
Martin’s 25th birthday, USA Today reported.
Zimmerman was a neighborhood watch leader who fatally shot
Martin on Feb. 26, 2012, but was acquitted in a 2013 jury
trial.
Martin was visiting his father in Sanford when he encountered
Zimmerman, who told police he was out patrolling the
neighborhood when he encountered the teen, the Miami Herald
reported.
Zimmerman had reported Martin to police before and was

following him before the two engaged in a physical altercation
that ended when 28-year-old Zimmerman fatally shot the teen.
Prosecutors called it an unjustified shooting of a teenager
eating Skittles and Zimmerman claimed it was self-defense,
according to the Miami Herald.
The jury believed Zimmerman’s account of the incident and he
was acquitted.
Zimmerman has had a few brush-ups with the law since the
Trayvon Martin trial ended.
In 2015, he was arrested for throwing a wine bottle at his
girlfriend but she decided not to press charges, according to
The Hill.
And Zimmerman was given 12 months’ probation in November of
2018 on a misdemeanor stalking charge after he was accused of
threatening to feed a private investigator to an alligator.
The private investigator claimed that Zimmerman had called him
21 times, texted him 38 times, and left seven voicemails in
less than two-and-a-half hours, The Washington Post reported.
In December of 2019, Zimmerman filed a $100 million lawsuit
against Martin’s family that alleged “malicious prosecution.”
The new lawsuit against Buttigieg and Warren accused the two
Presidential hopefuls of defaming Zimmerman on Twitter “for
political gain in misguided and malicious attempts to bolster
their standings amongst African-American voters, all at
Zimmerman’s expense,” USA Today reported.
Read full article here…
Additional source:
https://www.thetrayvonhoax.com/

Meghan Markle and Prince
Harry’s ‘Threat of a No-Holds
Barred Interview’ If They
Don’t Get Their Way Stirs
Fears They May Brand Royal
Household
‘Sexist
and
Racist’

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle made a surprise announcement
last week that they plan to step down as ‘senior members’ of
the Royal Family and will become financially independent.
There is a threat that Meghan and Harry may give a ‘no-holds
barred’ interview if they are left feeling hard done by, and
palace aides fear that Meghan may brand the royal household
“racist” and “sexist”, thereby further damaging the monarchy.
The Royal couple said they would no longer receiving funding
through the Sovereign Grant that provides 5% of their income.
It is unclear whether they will give up their other sources of
funding. The pair receives 95% of their income from the Duchy
of Cornwall, a private estate that is owned by the Duke of
Cornwall – currently Prince Charles. The couple trademarked
the Royal Sussex brand, applying it to dozens of items and

services from pencil cases to sport activities and education
training. Harry and Meghan plan to live in Canada, which will
cost Canadian taxpayers $500,000 for security provided by the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry’s ‘threat of a noholds barred interview’: Couple’s confidante Tom
Bradby says they could go public if they don’t get
their way over Megxit – amid fears they would
brand royal household ‘sexist and racist’
Tom Bradby said it is in interests of royal household to
keep the Sussex’s on side
He believes Duke and Duchess could give damaging ‘noholds barred’ interview
He said the couple find some Royal family members
‘jealous’ and ‘unfriendly’
It comes as officials hash out plan of Harry and
Meghan’s new roles in monarchy
Journalist and close confidante of Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle Tom Bradby has warned that if the Royal couple are left
feeling hard done by, they may give a ‘no-holds barred’
interview which would could further damage the monarchy.
Mr Bradby, who the Duke and Duchess of Sussex opened up to in
an ITV interview in which Meghan admitted she was struggling
with her new role, suggested it is in the interests of the
royal household to keep the couple on-side.
It comes as officials hash out a plan of what Harry and
Meghan’s new roles within the monarchy will look like, after
their bombshell announcement earlier this week that they would
step down as ‘senior members’ of the Royal Family.
Writing in the Sunday Times, Mr Bradby said: ‘I have some idea
of what might be aired in a full, no-holes-barred sit down
interview and I don’t think it would be pretty.’

Courtiers fear that Meghan would brand the royal household
racist and sexist, according to the publication.
The Duke and Duchess of Sussex have made it clear they plan to
carve out a more ‘progressive’ path for themselves within the
royal family.
Bradby believes Harry is determined to ‘make the best’ of the
situation they have found themselves in, and believe they are
taking a positive step which could also pave the way for
future generations including Princess Charlotte and Prince
Louis.
The Queen has called for a solution that is workable not just
for Harry and Meghan but could also apply to following
generations.
And ahead of an unprecedented Family crisis summit at
Sandringham on Monday:
ITV presenter and Sussex confidante Tom Bradby said the
couple could give a ‘no-holds-barred’ interview that
could further damage the Royal Family. Courtiers fear
Meghan could brand the household racist;
Royal aides were poised to spell out the punitive taxes
that could be inflicted on Harry and Meghan if they
press ahead with their plans to quit;
A video from July emerged where Harry seemed to tell
head of Disney Meghan is interested in doing voiceovers.
She has since been given work with the company;
Prince Philip was said to be livid with the current
crisis ravaging the Family;
A source rubbished speculation the Sussexes plan to
settle down on Vancouver Island where they spent
Christmas and instead touted Toronto or LA as potential
cities;
It emerged Meghan sneaked back to Vancouver Island on a
£134 budget flight;

It was revealed Meghan and Kate Middleton haven’t spoken
in over six months after the sisters-in-law severed all
communication on a family WhatsApp group
Reuters reported that negotiations between Buckingham
Palace, Clarence House, Kensington Palace and the Sussex
household has been progressing well;
Her Majesty was pictured stony-faced as she emerged from
her Norfolk estate behind the wheel of her Land Rover
for the second day running
Mr Bradby is considered a good friend to both Prince Harry and
Meghan, as well as brother Prince William.
Writing in the Times, he added that the couple find members of
the Royal Family, excluding the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh, ‘jealous and, at times, unfriendly.’
He claimed that the foundations for the rift were laid at the
time of their wedding in 2018.
‘Really damaging things were said and done. The atmosphere
soured hard and early, but few meaningful attempts were made
by anyone to heal the wounds,’ Mr Bradby wrote.
He said that William ‘did try’ to make amends with the Duke
and Duchess but ‘for the moment, at least, things have gone
too far to be retrieved.’
Tom Bradby’s ITV documentary ‘Harry & Meghan: An African
Journey’ aired in October, during which Meghan revealed she
was ‘existing not living’ while Harry spoke out about his
struggles with mental health.
Read full article here…
Additional source:
https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/most-prince-ha
rry-meghan-markles-3724489

